P/N: JIWR42-9.5A-18K2T20K2
FREQ: 18.2~20.2GHz
ISOLATION: 18dB MIN
INS LOSS: 0.4dB MAX
VSWR: 1.3:1 MAX
PWR FWD/REV: 1W/1W
TEMP: -30°C ~ +75°C
WAVEGUIDE: UBR220

Description:
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MATERIAL:
SURFACE TREATMENT:

J IWR42-9.5A-18K2T20K2

DWG NO.

DESCRIPTION:
WAVEGUIDE ISO

DWG BY: MH 02.23.10
CHECK BY: SY 02.23.10
APPROVED BY: CH 02.23.10

TOLERANCE:
Linear: ±0.1mm
Angular: ±0.5°

Scale: 1:1

Unit: mm
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